SIMPLE
ENOUGH TO USE
SMART
ENOUGH TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

AUDIENCE

Today, smartphones are not just for business; they’re for everyone. First-time smartphone users—from teenagers to thirtysomethings—want simpler, more meaningful ways to connect with families, friends, and communities. They don’t want a complicated phone experience. Instead, they seek quick access to things that make their lives easier, to keep them on the go and in the know.

ATTRIBUTES

Remember Goldilocks? “This bed is too soft; this bed is too hard; this bed is just right.” It’s the same for smartphones. Some are like toys, others overwhelming. But the sleek and intuitive LG Optimus T, powered by Android 2.2, with its 3.2” touchscreen, is just right—especially for smartphone newbies. Optimus T features Google Voice™ Actions, so tasks like online search, shopping, and music are an easy voice command away. What’s more, Optimus T has the ability to connect to Wi-Fi® hotspots, or when no hotspot is available, it can share its innate internet connection with other devices. Smart.

ADVANTAGES

CONNECT TO EVERYTHING

Easy access to social networking, texting, email, IM, blogs, media sharing, streaming video and more.

BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY

DriveSmart sends calls directly to a Bluetooth® device or voicemail and automatically replies to text messages with an alert that the user is driving.

IN-SYNC

With Microsoft® ActiveSync® emails, calendar, and contact lists can be imported with Microsoft mail.

A MOBILE PIPELINE TO GOOGLE

Android 2.2 provides easy integration with all Google™ apps, favorites, and widgets.

YOUR VOICE IS MY COMMAND

Google Voice Actions lets you search for online shopping, social networking, music, text, calls, emails, and more.

STRONG AS NAILS

The 3.2” tempered glass capacitive touchscreen is responsive and functional.

SMOOTH SAILING

Enter text with one continuous finger motion using Swype®—a faster, easier way to input.
**ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE**

- Android 2.2 OS
- Home Screens – customize up to 7 screens with shortcuts to apps, favorites, and widgets
- Virtual QWERTY Keyboard with Swype – use one continuous finger-motion to input text when composing a message
- Google™ Integration – preloaded popular Google apps
- Car Home – alternate home screen that gives quick access to apps most likely to be used in the car
- DriveSmart – when turned on, sends all calls directly to Bluetooth headset or voicemail, and automatically replies to all SMS/MMS messages informing senders that you are driving
- Exchange Support – improved security, support for Exchange calendars in the calendar application, and auto-discovery for easy setup and syncing of an Exchange account
- Proximity Sensor – locks touchscreen and buttons while talking on the phone
- Accelerometer – automatically switches screen alignment between portrait and landscape mode
- USB Charging via Computer
- Airplane Mode (RF Off)

**DESIGN**

- Sleek and Stylish Design
- Multiple Color Options: Burgundy, Titanium, Black (online only)
- Large 3.2” Touchscreen
- Capacitive Touchscreen – durable tempered glass with fast and accurate response
- Touch Vibration for Tactile Feedback
- Micro USB/Charging Port

**MOBILE MEDIA**

- Android Market™ – browse and download thousands of free and paid apps from around the world
- Live Wallpaper – dynamic, animated backgrounds
- Full HTML Web Browser with Google Search
- Connect to Social Networks – send quick updates to Twitter®, Facebook®, MySpace®, or added social networks
- Mobile Instant Messaging – Google Talk®, AIM®, Yahoo!® Messenger
- Mobile Email, Mobile Web Mail, and Corporate Mail
- Visual Voicemail
- Text, Picture, Video, and Voice Messaging
- **Applications downloaded from Android Market.**

**CAMERA/VIDEO**

- 3.2 Megapixel Autofocus Camera & Camcorder
- Camera Resolutions: 2048 x 1536 (default), 1600 x 1200, 1280 x 960, 640 x 480, 320 x 240 pixels
- Camera Zoom: up to 3x
- Panorama Shot – take up to 5 guided shots in a row for a wide-area view
- Scene Mode – choose between Auto*, Portrait*, Landscape*, Sports*, Night*, and Sunset
- Image Editor: Zoom, Rotate, Crop Images
- Shot Mode: Continuous Shot, Smile Shot, Beauty Shot, Art Shot, Panorama, Face Effect, Cartoon
- Tag Location – add geographic data to images
- Macro Mode – take detailed pictures up close
- Video Resolutions: 640 x 480 (default), 320 x 240, 176 x 144 pixels
- Video Zoom: up to 3x
- Audio Recording – choose between on and mute to record video with or without sound
- Video Quality – set camcorder to record Normal, Fine, or Super Fine
- Video Recording Time: up to 60 sec. for sending or unlimited for saving*

**MULTIMEDIA**

- DivX® Certified to play DivX® video
- Music Player for MP3, WMA, Unprotected AAC, and Unprotected AAC+
- Stereo Sound via Headset or Bluetooth
- Multitask While Playing Music in the Background
- Music Library – organized by artist, genre, and album
- Repeat & Shuffle Music Playback Modes
- Video Player for WMV, M4P, 3GP, and 3G2 Formats
- USB Mass Storage – transfer files between microSD® card and PC

**TOOLs & DATA**

- Pre-loaded Android Apps: Home Screen Tips, Browser, Calculator, Calendar, Camera, Clock, Contacts, Email, Gallery, Gmail†, Maps, Market, Messaging, Music, Phone, Settings, Google Talk, Voice Dialer, Voice Search, YouTube™, Facebook, LG Car Home, ThinkFree Office, DriveSmart, Telenav, Visual Voice Mail
- Widgets and Google™ Applications: Google Maps™, Google Talk™, Gmail™, & Google Search
- Google Maps™ Navigation – spoken turn-by-turn directions showing real time traffic and 360° views of the destination
- Wi-Fi® Connectivity – IEEE 802.11b/g
- Phone Book – unlimited fields for numbers*, emails, physical addresses, IM screen names, notes, nicknames, web addresses, & a picture ID**
- FOTA Capable – upgrade firmware over the air†
- Built-In FM Radio
- **Available in both video and camera modes.**
- **Depends on available memory.**

**VOICE/AUDIO**

- One-Touch Speakerphone**
- Speaker-Independent Voice Commands
- Text to Speech & Google Voice Search™
- Voice Recording Time: unlimited**
- MP3 Music Ringer Support (clips from hit songs)†
- 40 Unique Ringtones + Vibrate & Silent Modes
- **Only available during a call.**
- **Depends on available memory.**

**SPECS**

- Technology: GSM
- Frequencies: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz, 1700/2100 MHz (Quad-Band/Dual-Mode)
- Data Transmission: GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSDPA, 7.2 Mbps
- Dimensions: 4.46” (H) x 2.32” (W) x 0.52” (D)
- Weight: 4.48 oz.
- Display: 16.5M Color TFT, 480 x 320 pixels, 3.2”
- Standard Battery: 1,500 mAh
- Usage Time: up to 5 hrs.
- Standby Time: up to 18 days & 18 hrs.
- Internal User Memory: 150 MB
- **microSD® Memory Slot with up to 32GB support**†

**ACCESSORIES**

- Standard Battery†, Wall/USB Charger†, 2GB microSD Memory Card†, Bluetooth Headset, Stereo Headset, Vehicle Power Charger

**LGE MobileComm U.S.A., Inc.**
10101 Old Grove Rd., San Diego, CA 92131
Customer Service: (800) 793-8896
www.lg.com

*Android™, Swype™, Google Talk™, ThinkFree Office, DriveSmart,® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by LG ElectronicsMobileComm, U.S.A., Inc. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Unless otherwise specified herein, all accessories referenced herein are sold separately. Certain features are subject to service provider availability. Additional charges may apply. All features, functionality and other product specifications are subject to change. Screen shots are simulated and subject to change.